
Track more with less.

Challenges
 
The network of Île-de-France tramways in the region 
of the French capital Paris represents a success 
story of modern transport since the opening of the 
line T1 in the year 1992. The trams are used by more 
than one million passengers in the suburbs of Paris 
and surrounding region on a typical day. Today the 
system comprises 11 lines with over 100 kilometres 
of track. Most of the existing lines are operated by 
RATP (Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens), 
also operator of the legendary “Paris Métro” 
rapid transit system and the bus network. Further 
extensions of the tram network are pplanned in 
the upcoming years. Frauscher axle counting 
technology would be the ideal solution for track 
vacancy detection on those newly built lines as 
well as for optimising and updating installations on 
existing tracks.

Solution

For the use in new projects, the homologation 
of relevant components by RATP’s quality team 
is necessary. Therefore, Frauscher realised an 
installation of Frauscher Advanced Counter 
FAdC axle counter with Wheel Sensors RSR180 
GS05: In line T8’s depot1 (site de maintenance 
et de remisage, SMR) in Villetaneuse an existing 
Frauscher Axle Counting System ACS2000 with 
RSR180 GS03 wheel sensors was updated with the 
new installation. The depot lies near “Villetaneuse-
Université”, the terminus of the northern branch of 
the line. The northwestern branch of line, the T8 
runs to “Épinay-Orgemont”, while the line originates 
at “Saint Denis – Porte de Paris” near the “Stade de 
France” stadium. Its Y-shape has given the line T8 
the nickname “Tram’y” in French.
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Homologation for the Île-de-
France tramway network

1  https://www.aut-idf.org/tram-t8-saint-denis-epinay-villetaneuse-le-depot-inaugure-encore-quelques-mois-de-patience-
pour-les-usagers/
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Key Facts

Operator RATP (Régie Autonome des 
Transports Parisiens)

Country France

Partner INEO Segment Tram

Scope of supply Axle Counter: Frauscher  
Advanced Counter FAdC 
Wheel Sensor: Frauscher Wheel 
Sensor RSR180

Application Track vacancy detection

Scope of project Installation of four counting  
heads and Axle Counter in one 
track section for homologation

Project start 2019

The project started in 2019 and the installation 
was successfully completed in 2020. It was carried 
out together with Engie Ineo. A track section in 
the depot’s shunting area that includes a red-light 
crossing was chosen for the installation. Altogether 
four counting heads make up the track section on 
which the FAdC is used for track vacancy detection. 
The red-light crossing comes into play at the first 
counting head, directly before the point.

The homologation process included testing the 
installation over a period of six months as well as 
the audit of product safety documentation as well 
as many other factors. There has been, for example, 
a detailed RAMS analysis (Reliability, Availability, 
Maintainability, and Safety) carried out by RATP 
teams in order to audit Frauscher’s DFMEA (Design 
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis). A process of cross 

acceptance between both parties was employed 
to accelerate the homologation. This included, for 
instance, the validation of on-site tests, the audit of 
standards compliancy fulfilment, and a production 
audit at Frauscher in Austria. RAMS, DESIGN, TESTS 
and Quality teams of Frauscher were involved in the 
homologation. With the acceptance by RATP after 
the final document sharing session, the project will 
be sucessfully finished. 

Ineo, the partner for this project, had already 
installed the former axle counting system at T8’s 
depot. The proven cooperation between Frauscher 
and Ineo includes several other installations for 
tram networks. In recent years these have been, for 
instance, projects in Avignon (France), Casablanca 
(Morocco) and Cuenca (Ecuador).

Frauscher Advanced Counter FAdCTrial installation of the Frauscher Wheel Sensor RSR180


